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Research Scholar Program
PM World, Inc. is a digital publishing and information services company based in Addison, Texas, USA, but
owned and directed by experienced project management leaders in America, Australia and the UK. The
company publishes the online PM World Journal (PMWJ) at www.pmworldjournal.net, registered with
the US Library of Congress as digital publication ISSN: 2330-4480. The journal has been published
monthly since August 2012, is indexed by EBSCO and is recognized as one of the leading online
publications serving the global project management community.
Launched in February 2014, the PM World Library (PMWL) at www.pmworldlibrary.net provides an
archive for all works published in the PM World Journal. Now organized to resemble a digital version of a
more traditional library, the PMWL is being expanded to become a more robust specialist library for those
involved with projects of all kinds. In June 2015, access to EBSCO’s Business Source Corporate Plus
database was added, along with access to the EBSCO Business Book Summaries database; access to other
resources is being added on a regular basis. The PMWL thus includes original articles and papers by world
famous researchers, professional leaders and practicing professionals, as well as access to public and
proprietary databases. Both the journal and library are focused on the global program and project
management (P/PM) field.
PM World is offering free access to the PM World Library to qualified scholars who are conducting
research on P/PM topics, especially research aimed at solving global problems, who agree to post their
research results in the PMWJ or PMWL and reference the journal and library in their work. Candidates
are expected to be PhD students, those with PhD degrees engaged in post-graduate research, or
professors of project management. Copyright for all articles and papers posted or published by scholars
will remain with the authors but will be accessible and downloadable for personal or educational use by
library members and visitors, in accordance with Creative Commons License BY-NO-SA v
3.0 http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/ . Schedule for delivery of research results will be
as agreed with the library director.
Research Scholars will be provided unlimited free access to everything in the PM World Library for at least
five years, or as agreed with the library director. Other benefits will include recognition on team pages on
the PMWJ and PMWL websites; recognition with any research results posted in the library; introduction
to other researchers and scholars around the world; publishing opportunities in the PM World Journal;
and other benefits (to be determined). Communications and work will be performed virtually. No
employment or financial payments will be involved, nor any legal or financial relationship established or
implied between PM World and participating scholars. Two academic references required; participation
at the discretion of the library director. For more information, contact Director@pmworldlibrary.net

